Nebraska Internship Consortium in Professional Psychology (NICPP)
2015-2016 Orientation Seminar

Friday, August 21, 2015
Buros Library (Room 23, Lower Level, Teachers College Hall)
University of Nebraska–Lincoln
14th and Vine Streets, Lincoln, Nebraska

Agenda

Sign in, light breakfast provided

9:00–9:15  Welcome, Keith Allen, PhD, NICPP Co-Director and Munroe-Meyer Institute Training Director

9:15–9:30  Marjorie Kostelnik, PhD, Dean of the College of Education and Human Sciences

9:30–10:15 NICPP Training Director introductions, site descriptions, and site visit explanations

10:15–10:45 Intern introductions and intern technology representative, board representative, and social coordinator volunteers

10:45–11:00 Break

11:00–11:45 Review intern handbook and website, Dr. Keith Allen; review forms and paperwork requirements, Allison Nespor, NICPP Administrative Assistant

11:45-12:45 Lunch (assorted sandwiches and chips – individuals with dietary restrictions are encouraged to bring a sack lunch)
12:45–1:15  Supervision overview, Kim Haugen, PhD, Boys Town Training Director

1:15-2:15  Review intern handbook (small group activity).

**Break into 4 small groups. Each group is responsible for reading and presenting to the group (be creative!) on one of these four sections of the intern handbook:**

1. Policies and Procedures
2. Diversity Plan and Multicultural Education
3. Ethical Principles
4. Fun Stuff

2:45–4:45  Social – Vega, Lincoln Haymarket (350 Canopy St #220 Lincoln NE 68501)

**DIRECTIONS**

See attached campus parking map. Event hangtags are valid in the C (green) Area behind the 14th and Avery Avenue Parking garage. You can enter the lot directly from the eastbound lane of Salt Creek Roadway, or by turning onto Avery Avenue from 14th Street. If you have a UNMC permit, faculty permits are valid in any A (red) Area, UNMC student permits are valid in any C (green) Area.

The main entrance to Teachers College Hall is at 14th and Vine Streets. The elevator to the lower level is through the center doors and across the oval area, on the right-hand side of the hall. To take the stairs, turn right in the entrance hall between the sets of doors and enter Henzlik Hall. The stairs are on the left. At the landing, continue straight to cross into Teachers College Hall. Buros Library (23 Teachers College Hall) is to the right as you exit the stairs or the elevator.

The social will be held at Vega in the Haymarket. It is an easy 0.9 mile, 20-minute walk from Teachers College Hall or the 14th and Avery parking lot, so you may leave vehicles parked there. If you want to move a vehicle closer to Vega, there are several public parking garages in the Haymarket and the first hour of parking is free. See attached maps.